THREE HUNDRED YEARS OF HOLINESS
AND HEALING

KIMBER.LYERVIN ALEXANDER

As a third generation Wesleyan-Pentecostal, I grew up with a keen awareness
that Jesus not only saved but that He also sanctified, healed and filled sanctified
believers with the Holy Ghost. I suppose I knew the doctrine because of the teaching I received in Sunday School, Wednesday night Family Training Hour classes,
Bible classes at Youth Camp and perhaps even from instruction I received during
Vacation Bible School (most of my memories from that experience, however ,
involve crafts and ice cream). Preachers certainly drove the points home for me. But
the transforming moments , the times of convictionalknowing,came as a result of
hearing testimonies , seeing miracles taking place, especially during revivals, and
experiencing these events myself.1 Being baptized in the Spirit was a kind of rite of
passage for me, at the age of twelve. I knew that this experience came as a result of
my being cleansed, sanctified, and earnestly praying for God to do in me "whatever
it took" to make me a candidate for the infillingof His Spirit. The protracted periods
of seeking, tarrying
, at the altar, surrounded by the body of Christ, were real sanctifying times for me. And so, the link between holiness and Spirit Baptism was non negotiable. In fact, I remember being quite surprised in my early adulthood to discover that there were Pentecostals, even in the Church of God, who didn't believe
in sanctification as a second definite work!
But as much as we believed in divine healing, as much as we preached it, sang it
and practiced it, at my house and in my church, I never heard anyone discuss or
attempt to explain how healing was related to holiness. I do not think I ever felt that
healing was a random or isolated event in The Way, but the integration of the two
doctrines and experiences was not explored, at least in my hearing.
It was only during my journey into Ph.D. study that I began to focus on the link
between the two. I began the journey believing the metanarrative myth, that all early
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Pentecostals believed the same thing about healing. It shouldhave occurred to me that if
one alters one's soteriology, as did those in the Finished Work branch of the tradition, then
one alter one's atonement theory, and all of the implications of atonement are altered. But
it didn'toccur to me before I started reading the writings of these early Pentecostals.
This article, explores those connections. It first examines how Wesley practiced and theologized about healing and its relationship to wholeness and holiness. It then briefly proposes how developments in the nineteenth century both helped and hindered that relationship. Finally,what was recovered in the Wesleyan-Pentecostal movement is explored.
PART 1. HOLINESSAND HEALINGIN WESLEYAND THEHOLINESSTRA.omoN

Wesley's incorporation of medical practice into Methodist ministerial practice is well
known: his Primitive Physick was standard equipment for Methodist preachers; medical
dispensaries were opened and operated in several English cities; Wesley also advocated
sensible diet, exercise and hygiene as a way of maintaining and achieving good health;
and he treated many patients with his electrical machine.
Less well known is his practice of praying for the sick. Because Wesley believed in the
primacy of and possibility of restoration of the primitive church, he believed that healing
miracles were a real possibility, as was exorcism of demons. Discerning the source of the
illness was important in determining how one should pray for the sick. According to
Brooks Holifield, if the source of the illness could not be determined rationally by physicians, if there was no "effective remedy'', then the source was most likely demonic . At the
same time, some illnesses were of natural or organic sources. No matter, Wesley believed
in praying for the sick.4
Notable examples of heatings may be found in his journals:
• Wesley describes a woman, Mary Special, with apparent breast cancer. A Mr. Bell
at a prayer meeting conducted by a Mr. Owens, prayed for Mrs. Special and she
was healed . Wesley summarizes: "Now here are plain facts: I. She was ill; 2. She is
well; 3 . She became so in a moment. "5
• In Grimsby, during a preaching service, one woman experienced "violent fits".
After the service, Wesley "went to her" and the evil Spirit apparently manifested
itself in shrieks and convulsions. Wesley writes, "...but his reign was not long. In the
morning both her soul and body were healed, and she acknowledged both the justice and mercy of God ."6
When one surveys the hymns of the Wesleys it is not surprising to find references to
Jesus as physician.7 What is interesting, especially for this study, is the progression of
thought exhibited in Charles' hymns. Charles seems to assume Jesus' continuing .ministry
of healing the sick and uses this fact as evidence that entire healing of the soul is also a
possibility:

WouldstThouthe body'shealthrestore,
And not regardthe sin-sicksoul?
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Thesin-sicksoulThoulov'stmuchmore,
8
And surelyThoushaltmakeit whole.
Belief in healing of the body, it seems, leads Charles to the conclusion that the soul can
also be cured! This is, of course, his own testimony. His own conversion experience, a
few days prior to John's Aldersgate experience, came as the result of, or in concurrence
with, a miraculous healing.9
For the Wesleys sin and sickness, salvation and healing, are so linked that to make a
distinction is to sever a vital relationship.
WESLEY'STHERAPEUTICSOTERIOLOGY

In Wesley's view the ideas of holiness and wholeness are integrally connected. This
comes from his understanding of humanity and the effects of sin and the Fall upon
humanity. In Wesley 's interpretation, humanity is "God 's gracious creation. " 10 Randy
Maddox summarizes Wesley's perception of the image of God in humanity: "Humans
were originally created capable of participating in God, and when they do so participate
they embody God's moral character and find fulfillment."11 In this gracious state, all relationships of which humans are capable are right: between God and the human, those with
other humans, those with the lower creatures and with ourselves. This is his holistic under standing of humanity as it is intended to be. However, as a result of sin, these relationships
are severed and distorted . In postmodern terms, the human being becomes dysfunctional.
The next logical question, then, is "what is sin?" Wesley's view is understood best not in
forensic terms but in therapeutic ones. That should not imply that Wesley was unable to
see sin as a cause of separation from God in a juridical sense. In fact, when Wesley talked
about this problem he typically used the language of guilt and forgiveness. However, when
referring to the sinner he typically spoke in terms which incorporate the idea of sin as a
plague or "loathesome [sicl leprosy." In the following quote Wesley integrates the two ideas:
[Our sins], considered in regard to ourselves, are chains of iron and fetters of brass.
They are wounds wherewith the world, the flesh, and the devil, have gashed and
mangled us all over. They are diseases that drink up our blood and spirits, that bring
us down to the chambers of the grave. But considered ...with regard to God, they
are debts, immense and numberless. 12
Maddox has demonstrated that Wesley blended the Western and Eastern views of sin in
this statement. He preferred the term "inbeing sin" to "original sin" as he felt that the former better expressed the effects of sin on the individual.13 His focus was more on the
effects of sin on the individual and that individual's responsiveness to God 's grace, than
on sin's origin. It is this therapeutic perception that most informs his soteriology.
Throughout one 's life God works (grace) to bring the human to salvation. Wesley
describes this process in his sermon , "The Spirit of Bondage and of Adoption. "14 For
Wesley, salvation allows the human once again to participate in God. As Outler puts it,
"we are pardoned in orderto participate.
"'5 Wesley understood this participation as adop tion, the process by which one becomes an obedient child.
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Early in Wesley 's quest, assurance of salvation was a most important theme. It
remained important, though his teaching was not as adamant in later years. In his own
story, the "strangely warming" experience at Aldersgate brought the much needed assurance of forgiveness of sin. Assurance is Wesley's way of describing the perception of the
Spirit' s work in one 's life; it is experiential. As will be seen, this doctrine becomes supplanted by Phoebe Palmer's Shorter Way process.
Because of his Eastern Orthodox understandings of humanity and sin, Wesley's doctrine of a further aspect of salvation, sanctification, takes a decidedly different tum than
does the Reformers' doctrine. Sanctification, inseparably linked to justification, is God's act
in which we are delivered from the plague of sin. This act may begin chronologically at
salvation, but because it deals with the state of the person already pardoned, it must logically occur after justification. For Wesley, sanctification is not simply positional.
Rather, it is
an act of deliverance performed by God. This did not mean that the Christian would be
free from the presenceof sin in this life (that occurs with glorification) but one can be free
from its power.
Christian Perfection, or Entire Sanctification is the most debated and misunderstood of
Wesley's doctrines, in spite of its primacy of place (Wesley considered the legacy of the
Methodists to be the recovery of the doctrine of sanctification or "Christian Perfection").
Part of that misunderstanding is due to the modification of the doctrine by later Holiness
adherents and part is an issue of semantics. 16Though Wesley himself described the experience of sanctification in terms of a crisis and with the adjective entire, he did not under stand the experience as instantaneous. Indeed Wesley talked of growth in grace, or "grace
upon grace". Like the doctrine of assurance, this idea of process is also lost in the later
nineteenth century .

THEFOUR-FOLD

GoSPEL

As heirs to Wesley's holiness theology, for the Healing Movement of the nineteenth
century, salvation as an experience was a real possibility and the logical starting point of
any discussion of healing.17 The Four-fold Gospel was A.B. Simpson's rubric for explaining
what he considered the "four great pillars in the temple of truth ."18 These "pillars" were
identified with the phrases "Jesus is Saviour!", "Jesus is Sanctifier!", "Jesus is Healer!" and
"Jesus is Soon Coming King!" Simpson wrote that though the blessings of the Lord were
not limited to four, "'But there are four messages in the Gospel which sum up in a very
complete way the blessings which Christ has to offer us and which it is especially important that Christians should emphasize today."' 19
Charles Cullis of Boston was an industrious homeopathic physician and is regarded as
the father of the Divine Healing Movement. He describes his tour of the healing home at
Mannedorf , Switzerland where he asked Samuel Zeller if all were healed . Zeller ' s
response was "'No, but none die until the soul is healed ."'20 Sin is a sickness which needs
to be cured. In practice, healing homes took to heart James' recommendation in chapter
five. The sick person should first confess any known sin in their life. Sickness in the body
may very well be the result of sickness in the soul.
Salvation is not simply understood in spiritual terms affecting only the spirit or soul.
Keswick writer Andrew Murray describes life in the Spirit: "It is in like manner that the
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Holy Spirit comes to dwell in our body. He penetrates it entirely. He animates and possess [sicl us infinitely more than we can imagine."21
With a therapeutic understanding of sin and salvation, as had been handed down by
Wesley, and a holistic anthropology such as Murray expresses, it is a short leap to a belief
that Christ's work on the cross may also affect the physical body. Murray writes, "In heaven, even our bodies will have their part in salvation. Salvation will not be complete for us
until our bodies enjoy the full redemption of Christ. Shouldn't we believe in this work of
redemption here below? Even here on earth, the health of our bodies is a fruit of the salvation which Jesus has acquired for us."22

A B. Simpson discusses the source of sanctification in similar terms: It comes
through the personal indwelling of Jesus. He does not put righteousness into the
heart simply, but He comes there personally Himself to live.... When the tabernacle
was finished the Holy Ghost came down and possessed it, and dwelt in a burning
fire upon the ark of the covenant, between the cherubim. God lived there after it
was dedicated to Him. So when we are dedicated to God, He comes to live in us
and transfuses His life through all our being.23
The whole of a person is transformed.
The reference point for this belief is the understanding of the provisions of the
Atonement. R. Kelso Carter insisted that the doctrine of the atonement included "'pardon from past sins, and past uncleaness [sic]; and cleansing from all traces of inherited
depravity, as well as the keeping power against sin in any form, outward or inward."' He
continued , "'Sickness is a trace of man's inherited depravity and is from the devil. The
vicarious atonement of Christ is explicitly for all depravity, including sickness.'"24 If the
atonement provides not just pardon from the penalty of sin, but power over sin, and if
sickness is a result of sin in the world, then the atonement provides for healing from that
sickness as well.
Several writers, including Murray,25A J. Gordon and R. L. Stanton 26 noted the parallelism in various texts referring to sin and sickness. Gordon interpreted these parallelisms
to refer to the "two -fold ministry" of Christ "effecting constantly the souls and the bodies
of men."27 He cites Isaiah 53.4 and Matthew 8.17 which refer to Christ bearing our infirmities and our sicknesses. He further illustrates this two-fold nature of Christ's ministry
by citing Jesus' words, '"Thy sins are forgiven thee ' and 'Be whole of they plague."'28
Gordon goes on to demonstrate that the apostles' ministry was also a two part one .
He writes,
The commission for the world's evangelization bids its messengers stretch out their
hands to the sinner with the message, "He that believeth shall be saved," and to
"lay hands on the sick and they shall recover." The promise by James, concerning
the prayer of faith, is that it "shall save the sick, and if he has committed sins they
shall be forgiven him." This two -fold ministry of remission of sins and remission of
sickness extends through the days of Christ and that of the apostles.29
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Carrie Judd (Montgomery), too, sees this parallel ministry of Jesus:
We read in St. Matt. iv: 23: "And Jesus went about all Galilee...preaching the gospel
of the kingdom and healing all manner of sickness, and all manner of disease
among the people." While the tender Physician ministered to the body, taking away
pain and disease, and imparting new life to the wasted frame, He was, at the same
time, conferring that much more marvelous and precious gift, healing to the sinful,
prostrate soul. Those who went to Jesus could not have thought of asking Him to
restore their souls, and leave their bodies full of disease. Even those of them who
realized, as we so fully realize, that the soul-healing is vastly above anything else in
importance, would not have thought of pleading for the greater boon without the
less. Why should they, why should we-when Christ is able and willing to give us
both?30
As to the relationship between sin and sickness in the individual, Gordon cites
Miriam's punishment of leprosy as an example of the cause and effect relationship
between sin and sickness and concludes, "And it is obvious at once that our Redeemer
cannot forgive and eradicate sin without in the same act disentangling the roots which
that sin has struck into our mortal bodies."3 1 Murray, too, links sin and sickness in commenting on John 9, but cautions, "It is quite possible that the chastisement may not be
directed against any particular sin. It may be the result of the sin which weighs upon the
entire human race .... He [Jesus]does not say that sin and sickness are not related, but He
teaches us not to accuse every sick person of sin."32
Simpson agrees and analyzes the lessons one may learn from Job:
1. Man's goodness must be tested, and even in the devil's crucible must be unchallenged.
2. Satan is permitted to test and try God's people, and in so doing has, by divine
permission, power over bodies and over disease and the elements of nature.
3. Sickness is one of the tests employed. It is Satan's work, but overruled by divine
permission, wisdom, and love, for the ultimate good of the sufferer.33

It is clear from the literature of the movement that its leaders and teachers saw a direct
link between sin and sickness (whether specificallyor generally as a result of the fall) and
that the Atonement provided the deliverance from sin and all of its effects. Gordon summarizes the work of Christ:
He is the second Adam come to repair the ruin of the first. And in order to accomplish this he will follow the lines of man's transgression back to their origin, and forward to their remotest issue. He will pursue the serpent trail of sin, dispensing his
forgiveness and compassion as he goes, till at last he finds the wages of sin, and dies
its death on the cross; and he will follow the wretched track of disease with his
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healing and recovery, till in his resurrection he shall exhibit to the world the first
fruits of these redeemed bodies, in which "this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have put on immortality."34
For Gordon the work of Christ is inclusive "from the cross to the crown " and "progressive and increasing till it is completed ."35
HEALING VIA 1HE SHORTER WAY

How does one obtain this work? As with the other benefits of the atonement they are
obtainable only through faith. With this, Wesley, would have agreed . However, faith as
understood and defined by the Holiness/Healing adherents is somewhat different than
faith as understood by Wesley and the early Methodists. As has been discussed earlier,
Phoebe Palmer and the National Camp Meeting Association taught that these blessings
were obtainable when one consecrated himself/ herself entirely or placed his/her '"all on
the altar."'36 For Palmer, the altar is Christ and according to Exodus 3 7, "whatsoever
toucheth the altar shall be holy." Therefore, the Christian presenting him/herself as a "'living sacrifice' (Rom. 12: 1, 2) upon the altar provided by the finished work of Christ is
entirely sanctified and cleansed from all sin.... Action upon a divine promise in faith constitutes the assurance that the promise is fulfilled in us."37 Dieter has rightly analyzed that this
was a synthesizing of "the act of faith and the assurance of faith into one."38 Palmer did
emphasize that the inner witness of the Spirit, so important for Wesley, would accompa ny this act either immediately or at least quickly. But not to act "now " (for now is the time
for salvation) was to fall into the sin of unbelief. Dieter points out that here is a "shifting of
the focus for understanding the tension between the Wesleyan polarities of growth and
crisis in relation to coming to perfection in love."39
In 1882, Carrie Judd Montgomery echoed Palmer when she wrote that coming into
the "positionof Jesus" meant to come into his "bfe'as well. Because we have been crucified
with Christ, "Our part is very easy, simply to 'reckon
' that this is true because God tells us
so; we have no part of the workto do, for that was done for us long ago, and we have
only to 'reckon' that it is done , and done for us individually" [italics hers1.40 Warning the
reader against relying on feeling, she exhorts "...we are to stand firmly on the finished
work of our Atoning Sacrifice, and thus basing our belief on the solid foundation of God 's
never-changing truth, we may ask and expect that the Holy Spirit will bearwitnessto the
truth" [italics hers).41 By viewing salvation as a position, a crucifixion based on the finished
work of the cross, Judd, in a more pronounced way than Palmer before her, shifts the
view of salvation from a forward process to a position or status, and in doing so, diminishes the participation of the believer. This shift leaves an indelible mark on Judd's doctrine
of divine healing. Twenty years later, William Durham , will lift up this same theme, changing the face of Pentecostalism forever.
In applying this view to the daily walk, Judd writes that she often reminded God of the
covenant which she had taken by faith. Before the promises of the covenant are realized,
there may be a year or more of doing nothing but praising God for the accomplishment.
This she called "the praise of faith." Finally would come the "manifestanswer. 1142
The "shorter way" (consecration, faith and testimony) was the method whereby one
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obtained healing for the body. Sarah Mix counseled Carrie Judd first to lay aside all medications (an act of consecration) then to "claim the promise", and to pray and then "act
faith".She defines this instruction, "It makes no difference how you feel, but get right out
of bed and begin to walk by faith. Strength will come, disease will depart and you will be
made whole."43 In other words, waiting on the experience of assurance (a perception of
the Spirit's work) is unnecessary and even constitutes a lack of faith. M. F. Barker, writing
in Judd's Triumphsof Faith,gives the testimony of a woman who "began reckoningit done,
and acting her faith, also testifying...."44 Judd later describes the nature of faith, "Faith is
belief, and the question is not how much we must believe God's word, but whether we
accept it as true or not true; whether we deem it reliable or not reliable."4s She continues,
"Having faith in God is believing His word without looking at probabilities or possibilities,
as humanly viewed; without regarding natural circumstances; without considering any
apparent obstacles in the way of His keeping His promises ."46 Murray agrees, "Faith
receives healing as a spiritual grace which proceeds from the Lord, even while there is no
conscious change in the body."47
To illustrate the way to healing, Judd discusses the healing of the woman in Mark 5:
''The physical healing seems to have been given first in this instance, and it was only when
she confessed the wondrous work wrought in her, that he gave the 'peace which passeth
all understanding' to her soul."48 The testimony is a necessary part of the "shorter way'' to
obtain the blessing. In this same chapter she comments on the faith of the father of the
sick child in Mark 9: "...he knew the urgency of his son's case; he knew that the only condition was believing, and, without searching his heart to see if he found there some mysterious emotion, such as many people now understand faith to be, he at once signified his
willingness to fulfill the necessary condition by making the effortto believe
....Straightway,
without waiting a moment, even while with tears he was bemoaning his lack of faith and
asking Christ to help his unbelief, he made the effort of intellect and will, and said, 'Lord, I
believe."' She concludes, "He had acted upon the determination to believe in spite of himself, in spite of his unbelief, and as he made the effortthe powerwasgiven him."49 Clearly
there is a downplaying of emotional response and an emphasis on "effort of intellect and
will." In an age where it is expected that emotions will be repressed, the way to the miraculous is through the will and intellect.so Similarly, Palmer's use of the term "naked faith"
reveals her abandonment of emotional or affective response. st
As is apparent , the Wesleyan insistence on the possibility of assurance of the Spirit's
work is short-circuited by this "altar theology''. Wesley's understanding of a process of
sanctification is also circumvented. No longer is the experience a growth in grace, beginning at a crisis moment ; it is now obtained completely in a moment Therefore , healing of
the body should be expected in the same sort of crisis experience. Judd cites the example
of the cleansing of the ten lepers: "Unbelief would have prevented them from even starting until they saw that the cleansing had been accomplished, but they accepted the blessing in faith, actingfaith,and it was soon given them in reality. 'For it came to pass that as
they wentthey were cleansed"' [italicshers].s2
It should be noted that most of the leaders of the movement did allow for gradual
healing, beginning at the time the prayer of faith is prayed. But the faith claim demands
that one claim that the healing has taken place at that moment. In citing the case of the
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child in Mark 9, Judd writes, "This shows that in some cases the healing in answer to
prayer may not be apparent at once. The spirit of disease may, in its exit from our tormented bodies, 'rend us sore,' and prostrate us more than ever for a time. But shall this
make us believe for a moment that God is failing to keep His word? As if that word
which upholds the universe could fail! Let us be ready even to rejoice if increased pain
and weakness are ours after prayer has been offered, feeling sure that it is the departing
struggle of the disease which Jesus has rebuked."53
Cullis concludes that the reason some are not healed instantly, but require more times
of prayer, may be attributed to "a question or lack of faith on the part of the patient; for
some seem to come, not in faith, but as a matter of experiment. God 's Word says it is the
'prayeroffaith' that shall save the sick."54

Jesus,Thoueverart thesame,
To-dayandyesterdayareone;
Thegloriesof Thy mightyname
Forevermarh Cod'srisenSon.
Ref- Forme theLordwascrucified
,
Forme He suffered,bled,and died;
My Jesusboreit allfor me-My sin andsicknesson the tree
In Thineown bodyon the tree
My guiltand inbredsin wereborne;
My sicknesseswerelaidon Thee;
Forme Thy lovingheartwas tom.
Is Thinearm shorten'd by theyears?
Thy promisesoutlaw'd by time?
CanstThounotsee thesuffrer's tears
Thatflow in everylandand clime?
Is anythingtoohardfor Thee?
0 Cod of allthe earth,canstThou

Giveto my spiritliberty
,
But cannothealmy bodynow?
Away, my fears, I cometo Christ
Soul, spiritbody, by Thy word,
ThroughThee, who once wassacrificed,
Be whollysanctifiedto Cod.55
The Divine Healing Movement handed down to its children in the Pentecostal
Movement a belief that healing was provided for all in the atonement. The inaugural issue
of the Azusa Street paper, TheApostolicFaith,included a doctrinal statement which is firm-
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ly committed to divine healing and sermons on healing in the atonement. Across the
board , Pentecostals were adamant that Jesus was the Great Physician. And though
Durham's introduction of a new soteriology greatly affected what the tenet actually meant,
the statement, nevertheless, remained the same.
PART

2. HEALING

IN

nm WESLEYAN-PENTECOSTAL TRAomoN

In a surprising way, Wesleyan-Pentecostals, recovered some of what had been lost with
Palmer's ShorterWay. The doctrine of initial evidence is illustrative of this. For the earliest
Pentecostals, speaking in tongues was evidentiary of the Spirit-filling of a believer, and,
therefore, assurance of infilling.There was no room for presumption that one was filled.
Perhaps this renewed interest in perceiving
the work of the Spirit in one 's life, renewed the
emphasis on assurance of salvific experience. Testimonies of healing are notable for their
explanation of how one is assured he/she has been healed within the community . It is
only after the paradigm shift of 1910 [Durham] that "faith claims" which "deny symptoms" and do not rely on assurance become prominent in the movement. 56
This recovery of crisis-process
is nowhere better illustrated than in the healing theology
and practice of the early Church of God (Cleveland, Tennessee). The Church of God,
with roots in the Holiness tradition of the nineteenth century, be came thoroughly
Pentecostalized by 1907. The General Overseer (then Moderator) of the denomination,
Ambrose Jessup Tornlinson, also edited the church's periodical, TheChurchof CodEvangel.
Tornlinson, an innovative and charismatic leader, greatly shaped the ethos of the move ment. The church was a Last Days movement and as such was an army used by God to
faithfully live and spread the Holiness-Pentecostal message. An examination of the earliest
periodicals (beginning in 1910) reveals that belief in, and reliance upon, Jesus as Healer
and Great Physician was not just a hallmark but a battle-cry for this army. This examina tion also reveals a more Wesleyan understanding of faith and experience.
ORIGINS OF lu.NESS

The members and leaders of the early Church of God differed little from their foremothers and forefathers in the Healing movement in regard to the origins of illness.
Tomlinson attributed all sickness and sin to the fall of Adam and Eve. He understood
Christ's mission to be one of recovery and now He and "His loyal army" were in "battle
array against sin, sickness and the devil."57 Since the Fall, humanity had been plagued by
sin and all of its effects. One of the most visible of these effects was sickness.
At some point, early Pentecostals, like Wesley before them, began to attribute at least
some illnesses not only to the work of the devil but to demon possession. In 1916, a letter to The Evange/talked of "driving the demon out" in relation to sickness, rather than
using ointments "on the outside". To drive out the demon was to "scatter the disease."58 A
poem by Grace Elwood of Key West, Florida also alluded to demons as the source of illness:
It may take many long days of fasting,
And praying the answer to gain;
To drive out the old stubborn demon
That causes the aches and pains.59
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A series by F. J. Lee on "Demonology ," later reprinted in book form, ran in the summer of 1920. These three articles attributed many afflictions and illness to the work of
demons. The first two articles were titled "Disease Spiritual." The first, in dialogue with the
recent findings of medical science, discussed diseases and germs carried by insects. Lee
argued that "germs and flies were allies to Satan."60 He based his argument on the name
given to Satan, Beelzebub, which could be interpreted "god of flies." Flies, he noted were
one of the plagues on Egypt. He noted that not all diseases could be healed by medicines;
these, he said, were inflicted by demons. When the demon was cast out of even these
incurable diseases, healing would begin. The second article, attributed various afflictions
such as rheumatism and swelling to demons. 61
The third article, titled "Pharmaceutics," discussed medicines which he held to be of
Satanic origin.62 Based on the Greek word pharmaheion
, which meant sorcery, Lee determined that some medicines were prepared as the result of "commerce with evil spirits." He
noted that this did not include all medicines. Some were manufactured to work with nature
in its natural healing process. These were acceptable for use by those outside of the church.
The article goes on to discuss drug, alcohol, and tobacco usage and the toll taken on the
human life by these addictive substances. He asserts that the first usage is an act of the will,
but continued usage opens the person up to demonic activity, as the senses are impaired.
The fourth article, "Signs and Wonders ", discusses demonic counterfeits of Pentecostal
signs and wonders and has no bearing on the origins of illness.63 However, in the fifth article, Lee attributes some forms of insanity to demonic activity.64 He contends that even the
soul and body of a Christian could be "played upon " by evil spirits, though the demon
could not touch his/ her spirit A similar view was held by Bert H. Doss, who wrote in 1922 ,
"According to the word of God, the Lord 'went about doing good, and healing all that were
oppressed of the devil: for God was with him.' Acts I 0:38 , If a demon or devil has preyed
upon your body it can be cast out, for the Bible says they that believe in the name of the
Lord shall cast out devils. Are you a believer? There are various kinds of demons , any spirit
that seizes your body and wrecks you mentally or physically is of the devil."65
A later article by Lee attributed some illnesses to punishment for sin.66 This view was
based on the story of rebellious Israel in the wilderness, who "got into a nest of fiery serpents ." Their healing came through repentance .
An instructional piece on how to receive divine healing reveals that there was room
for holding in tension that diseases could originate from different sources. W. S. Hodge
wrote in 1922, "But there are other conditions of a more particular nature and these are
dependent upon the source from which the disease came . Of course sin in the beginning
was the first cause of this calamity but the Scriptures plainly teach that sickness is now
brought upon us by causes proceeding from three different sources: Nature , Satan and
God Himself." Natural causes are defined as "overwork and mental strain." The works of
Satan were identified as afflictions or bondage such as was suffered by the woman in
Luke 13 or by Job. Illness inflicted by God is the result of sin and may be removed by
God after repentance .67
Discerning the cause, as with Wesley, becomes a necessary step in healing, though no
instruction is given regarding how one is to discern. Though it is apparent that the Church
of God traced illness directly to Satan, there is also room for illness resulting from natural
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causes and as discipline from God. A further look at illness sent by or allowed by God in
the form of testing will be examined later.
DIVINE HEALING PROVIDED IN 1HE ATONEMENT

Though the Church of God did not develop or publish a formal statement of faith
until 1948 (owing to the early anti-creedal stance), early "teachings" regarding right doctrine, as interpreted from Scripture, were in existence as early as 19 l 0.68 One of the early
tenets of the Church of God was that divine healing was provided for all in the atonement. Tomlinson followed the lead of those in the nineteenth century when he boldly
stated in a headline : "Healing for Our Bodies the Same as Salvation for Our Souls."69
Seeing the parallelism in Psalm I 03 .2-3, Tomlinson warns against forgetting these two
benefits of the cross. He exhorts the church to read Isaiah 53 carefully and Matthew 's
interpretation in 8.16. Just as there is no other way by which salvation is provided, there is
no other way in which healing is provided .
John C. Jernigan, in a 1923 issue of The Evangel devoted to the doctrine of divine
healing, explained that healing was "obtained through the sufferings of Christ." He commented on I Peter I . I I, 'We learn from the context that it was the prophets of old that
looked down the line of ages and saw the sufferings of Christ and the many blessings that
were to follow. One of the blessings was divine healing for our bodies. This was made
possible for us by the stripes that were laid on Christ's back in the judgment hall." He
divides his sermon into two sections: 1) the sufferings of Christ and 2) the glories that are
to follow. In the first section, Jernigan described the scourging and crucifixion of Jesus. The
glories are identified as forgiveness of sins, sanctification and healing of the body .70
Testimonies of those healed 7 ' and banner headlines in other issues72 consistently locate
the provision for healing in the atonement.
SIGNS fOUOWING 8EUEVERS73

One cannot read the early issues of The Churchof GodEvangelwithout being struck by
the prominence of the Mark I 6 text in the healing theology and eschatology of these
early Pentecostals. Headlines exhort and affirm that signs [driving out demons , speaking in
tongues, taking up serpents, laying hands on the sick] will follow believers.74 Lead articles
explained the text and attempted to demolish all doubt concerning its viability .
Testimonies offered proof that these signs did follow.
In keeping with most of the early Pentecostal movement , including the church at
Azusa Street, this text was seen to be the last message of Jesus to His disciples.75 Its reliability was not questioned. Tomlinson pointed to the fact that publishers of Bibles continued
to include this text, which pointed to the work of the Holy Spirit in its preservation. The
Church of God held to and stood for "the whole Bible rightly divided ."76 Other
Pentecostals were in error for quoting and practicing only part of the text. 77
Thomas B. Buckalew warned in 191 9 that one should not wait to see a manifestation
or a sign before believing. The signs were to follow believers: "Healing does not depend
on manifestation, but on FAITH in the Word of God ."78 Lee warned that Satan could
counterfeit miracles and that believers should resist Satan.79
The words of Jesus in Mark 16 proved that the ministry of Jesus was to continue after
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Jesus' earthly life. Perry wrote that it was "a sign given to holiness in general and for all
time and with no particular limitations or restrictions."80
If the signs were not there, then believers should examine themselves, and couched in
military terminology, "see if we have disobeyed orders."8 1 Signs following becomes the litmus test. They were also the proof that God was blessing the Church, that "The great
Church of God is moving onward. The gifts, graces, fruits and signs are being manifested ."82

MEANS
OF HEALING
As the Church of God believed in the "who le Bible rightly divided," it certainly
believed that God would provide a plan for healing. Divine healing was provided in the
atonement and should be a sign found in the New Testament church, and it was to be
appropriated according to the plan found in the Word of God. For the Church of God,
that plan was found in two texts: James 5.14 - 15 and Mark 16.18.
B. H. Doss wrote in I 92 1, "The plan of God, relative to healing is clearly set forth in this
text [James 5.14 - 15]. It is the strongest proof text in the New Testament showing that healing was to remain permanent in the Church. James was not trying to prove here that healing is a Christian doctrine, for it had become an established thing long before this. His entire
epistle is not so much of a doctrinal discourse but deals more with a practical application of
previously established Christian doctrines."83 Another writer, W. S. Hodge, explained that
the plan was "not arbitrary but is conditional." Standards were set forth by James.84
This plan and its standards were adhered to by minister and layperson alike. The testimony of Clemencia J. Mallory, an evangelist from Crooked Island, Bahamas reveals this:
I want to sound a note of praise to our King of kings and Lord of lords [sic] through
the Evangel and tell how He wonderfully healed me . Two weeks after I arrived
from the battlefield, which was in August, I was sick with my head and suffering
intensely. The elders of the church were sent for. They prayed over me and anoint ed me with oil. James 5: 14, 15. I felt revived from the prayers; but I did not get
healed . I wondered why I did not get healed. I knew the Lord had always healed
me when I was sick, but at this time there was something wrong.
James says, 'Confess your faults one to another. ' A few days later I was taken worse.
My body got so painful and was swollen. The devil said, 'Now the doctor will have
to operate on you.' Well, l just looked to God and asked Him to heal me and if
there were anything in the way to show it to me. He showed me a settlement He
wanted me to go to during the time I was on the battlefield and I disobeyed the
Lord. The moment I confessed that I had disobeyed the Lord and told Him I would
go where He wanted me to go I was healed immediately. All the pain and swelling
left my body. I leaped and shouted and gave God the glory.85
The plan also included Jesus' instructions in Mark 16.8, to lay hands on the sick. This
was not only a sign but a command and was a part of the God -given means. Readers of
The Evangel sent testimonies of having been healed as a result of ministers or elders laying
hands on them. The term elder, seems to have been understood rather loosely and not
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only in the sense of an officer of the church. Doss wrote, "He did not say anybody and
everybody anoint with oil. We must call them who come believing that anointing you in
the name of the Lord and the prayer of faith shall save the sick and the Lord shall raise
them up" [sid.86There are records of evangelists,87"saints,"88"sisters,"89"brothers ,"90 and even
Spirit-filled children91both laying hands on and anointing the sick. Tomlinson explained,
'We do not consider that men who are ordained as ministers are the only ones to pray, but
anybody can pray. And often a few of the members pray for the sick and anoint them with
oil and the sick are healed just as well as when the ministers pray."92 Prayer for healing
could be offered in a church service or in the home of the sick. The prayer might be pro tracted, requiring "tarrying" or even fasting until there was "complete victory."93
Tomlinson wrote , ''There is no other plan given in the Bible for healing except through
Christ by the wonder -working power of God. 94Differing with Wesley but in keeping with
the majority of early Pentecostals, this plan did not include the use of medicine or physicians. Tomlinson continued , "Some say they believe in asking God to bless the means or
remedies , but beloved , the Bible does not give us such directions . People have a good
many opinions and practices that are contrary to the teaching of Scriptures."95TheEvange/
boldly exhorted, in headlines, in 1919: "Don 't call for Medicine When You get Sick, but
Call on the Lord !"96
To take medicine or remedies was to trust in the work of man, or "the arm of the
flesh"97and not Christ. W. H. Roach wrote, " 'Go up into Gilead and take balm, 0 virgin,
the daughter of Egypt: in vain shalt thou use many medicines ; for thou shalt not be
cured.' (Jer. 46: l 1) I have seen this fulfilled. I have seen people use every remedy and
medicine that could be though of and all in vain, Jesus is the only remedy. " [sicl98
A. J. Tomlinson considered medicine a poison, "often more deadly than the disease."99
These discussions of medicine as "poison" predate that of the Medical community and
the government legislation of opiates in patent medicines by more than ten years. 100
Taking medicine was disobedience and to take it was to "Dishonor His Name " said one
headline .101To be disloyal in this area was to be "an infidel." He wrote , "If one refuses or
ignores these instructions and resorts to the use of medicine , that one is a disloyal subject
and , following the above analogy, that person is an infidel because loyalty means fidelity
and is the opposite of infidelity, and an infidel is one that rejects Christ and His doc trine."102If a Spirit-filled person resorted to the use of medicine , he or she had "fallen from
grace"103though he wouldn 't go so far as to say that one could not be a Christian if they
used medicine. 104
Illness, then , could become a test of loyalty or fidelity. T ornlinson contended that it
was "Better to be Loyal to Christ and Die Than to be Disloyal and Live." 105As one
woman testified, "I would rather suffer in my body and have Jesus with me than have
ease in my body and no Jesus to lean upon ."106For some this test resulted in legal prob lems, especially when there were children involved. 107Some churches were not allowed
to hold services unless vaccinated for smallpox .108Children were not allowed to attend
school because the y were not vaccinated .109At least one such case, in Florida, went to
court, and the church 's position was upheld. 110
For others the test was one of personal suffering.111J.B. Elliswrote, "If God heals us it is
to manifest His power to the world ; if He does not it gives us an opportunity to show that
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we are willing to suffer with Him and the Bible says, 'If we suffer with him, we shall also
reign with him."' 112 An obituary for Lula G. Haynes reported that "she was faithful even
unto death .... Brother Haynes asked her several questions such as these: 'Lula, do you
want any medicine?' She answered: 'No.' Are you glad that you have never taken any"
She replied: 'Indeed I am.' 'Do you want me and the children to keep on in the fight?'
She said: 'Yes, a little while longer.' 'Is the Lord here, Lula?' To this she answered: 'Nl
round about."'113
A favorite gospel story appealed to was the story of the woman in Mark 5. This
woman had spent all of her money on physicians, to no avail. But her faith made her
whole. Her experience was appealed to by those who decided to trust in Jesus as healer
and not in physicians. "Pressing in," "touching the hem of His garment " and "healing
virtue" are phrases that run throughout healing stories, poems , prayer requests, sermons
and testimonies. 114 As in her story, physicians were not trusted because they became rich
off of the suffering of others. Mrs. B. L. Shepherd wrote,
You can look at the doctors and see that they live better than most any laboring
class of people. They have finer homes and more of the world's goods and it is all
because the gospel standard has not been preached and practiced enough by
Christians. The world will always have the arm of the flesh to lean upon. Why do
we want to follow their example? We have the Great Physician and we should put
our case in His hands and leave it there . He needs no one with whom to hold a
consultation. He is fully able to diagnose the case and needs no help at all.115
Like other Pentecostals, the Church of God advocated anointed handkerchiefs be
given to the sick.116 These were sent to The Evangeloffice and prayed over there and at
the Cleveland church where Tomlinson was pastor. In 1922 he explained how this
process worked :
We pray for the sick every day, but on Sunday about 12:30 we have special prayer
and every Sunday we have from twenty to forty handkerchiefs to pray over besides
quite a number of requests . When this time comes we spread the handkerchiefs
out on the altar and the saints gather around and the prayers are offered up in the
earnestness of our souls. We are often reminded of the experience of the apostles
when the sick folks were brought in on couches and beds and placed in the streets
with a hope that even a shadow of Peter might fall upon them. We think of every
handkerchief representing a sick person, and when we have forty or fifty handker chiefs we think of being in the midst of that many sick folks. And oh, how the
saints pray!117
In addition, some readers began to use The Evangel as an anointing medium. Alice
Webster wrote, "My husband had the 'flu' and was very ill and we were living away from
saints so we could not send for anyone to come and pray as we were strangers and we
knew of no one who trusted the Lord for their healing so we just got the Evangel and laid
it on his head (the pain was in his head) and praise the Lord, he was healed."118
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For this couple, the publication served as a link to the community of God and its elders.
In a similar way, the Bible could be placed on a sick person as a kind of anointing. 119
HEALINGAS VOCATION

Given the intentional militancy and Last Days passion which engulfed the Church of
God, it is not surprising that praying for the sick and preaching divine healing would be
seen as an obligation laid upon all Christians, but especially on ministers of the gospel.120
A preacher was to be a person who believed in healing and could pray the prayer of
faith: "He who does not firmly believe that God heals the sick in answer to prayer, is not
fully qualified for the Lord's work."121 Further, it was the duty of a Pentecostal minister to
be "subject to a call from any member of his congregation at any time, and it is his duty
to respond. James says he is to take with him, his oil vial, faith in God and common
sense."122
Being a Christian was likened to being a soldier in a letter from J. C. Bower. As soldiers, there was training necessary in order to be able to obey orders fully. "If we want the
power to heal the sick in Jesus' name like the Apostles, let us leave our homes if necessary, sacrifice our lives, like they did, obey the orders of our Captain, which is Jesus Christ,
and believe like Peter did, when he and John commanded the lame man who was born
lame, to rise up an walk."123
ULTIMATEHEALING

When reading The Churchof GodEvangel,the lack of organization is apparent. Though
the front page usually carried a lead article, the remainder of the paper is arranged randomly, with testimonies, sermons, announcements of revivals, church business announcements, camp meeting or revival reports and advertisements placed seemingly as they
arrived at the press. What is most striking in this Pentecostal paper, where divine healing is
preached in bold headlines, is the number of obituaries published.
The obituaries often tell the story of the suffering of the saint, the prayers that were
offered over time, the ups and downs of seeming victory and then relapse and final words
of the dying person, often accompanied by worship of God. These obituaries reveal what
is stated elsewhere; a person was to die in the faith as they had lived in the faith. The
account of the death of Ruth Perry, wife of Sam C. Perry, a prominent evangelist and
overseer in the Church of God illustrates this: "She had been ill for about a year and many
of the saints prayed for her and often seemed encouraged as they prayed. It seemed that
victory was coming and it did! but not as we had tho't. She was victorious, but in death."124
Apparently The Churchof God Evangelwas criticized for printing death notices. This
notice appeared in January of 1920:
Our critics say we ought to give incidents of healing instead of notices of death.
Well, let me explain a little. For several years we refused to publish obituaries and
death notices. We thought it was not best. But the requests for space for these kept
coming. Our people wanted these notices given. At last I yielded, very reluctantly at
first but the more I thought about it the freer I felt in it. It is like this: We are work ing to get people saved and ready for heaven, then when they have gone to heaven
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and our work has been thus far successful, where is there any reasonable objections
for publishing it abroad. Paul says it is far better to depart than to remain . And the
Bible records the death of many and if the Bible can afford to record the death of
so many good people, (and bad too) then we can do it too ....The Evangel stands for
healing by the power of God just as firmly as it ever did, and it takes pleasure in
publishing incidents of healing by the power of God, and almost every week there
is mention made of healings, but we are also willing to tell of those who have gone
to heaven. No one objects to telling of one going to Europe, Africa or South
America, then why object to telling of one who has gone to heaven. 125
Remarkably, these Pentecostals seemed to be able to hold in tension God 's will to heal
and his will not to heal. Prayer for healing could be offered for those who were suffering
until the last breath was breathed. And then one could rejoice that "they had safely landed on the other shore." 126 John C. Jernigan wrote in 1923, "As for me and myself I will
say with Job of old, 'Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him,' and I will not forget all His
benefits, who healeth all my diseases."127
For the Church of God, walking in the way also meant dying in the way.
CONCLUSION

John Wesley saw the recovery of the doctrine of entire sanctification, or perfect love,
as the "grand depositorium of the Methodist people." Obviously, the implications of the
recovery of this doctrine for the theology and ministry of those following in Wesley's footsteps are far-reaching. Perhaps, Wesleyan-Pentecostals, can serve to integrate the deposito ry and the dispensary, once again, seeing healing as a not-incidental part of a therapeutic
soteriology and in some ways recovering both process and assurance.
Like our grandfather in the faith, we continue to perceive the work of the Spirit, not
only in healing the soul but the body also.
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